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ACCESSORIES
BENTLEY CONTINENTAL

INTRODUCTION

Write the story your way.

Welcome to a new chapter in Bentley’s history.
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Unique levels of personalisation and a wealth of choice beyond
compare. Hardly surprising that every Bentley Continental tells a
different tale, one as individual as its driver. With the addition of
Bentley Accessories, you have the opportunity to write the next
chapter and add further individuality to a car of great distinction.
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INTRODUCTION

The unbroken line.
From the company’s earliest racing days, to today’s place at
the forefront of luxury motoring, there is a continuity that runs
through every Bentley. A continuity of outstanding performance,
a continuity of commitment to excellence. And so with every
accessory featured, many having been designed and handcrafted
by the same people who originally realised your vehicle, you will
find that unbroken line continues. While other items may be
available elsewhere, it is a risk you needn’t take – all the items
listed are subject to a full Bentley warranty as well as Bentley’s
rigorous testing procedures. There’s no better way to keep the
purity of your Bentley intact.
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Exterior Accessories
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E X TERIOR

Not reinvented, just perfected.
As fundamental to the Bentley motoring experience as the Bentley
Continental’s power train, consider the wheels. They must be
the epitome of form fused with function. Able to withstand the
immense power and torque that is instantly available and yet be
a fitting accompaniment to the vehicle’s exterior. It’s long been
held true by those impassioned designers at Crewe that “a wheel
has to be in perfect harmony with the shape of the vehicle, as
it will have a major impact on perception”. This range of alloy
wheels brings you the opportunity to personalise the exterior of
your Bentley Continental to stunning effect.

21” 6 -SPOKE ALLOY WHEEL

21” 7-SPOKE ELEGANT ALLOY WHEEL

(Shown in black machined finish, also available in painted silver finish and polished finish)

(Available in painted finish)

21” 10 T WIN-SPOKE SPEED WHEEL

(Shown in dark tint finish, also available in painted silver finish)

21” 5-SPOKE 2-PIECE ALLOY WHEEL

21” 10 -SPOKE PROPELLER ALLOY WHEEL

(Shown in polished finish, also available in painted finish)
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(Shown in polished finish, also available in painted finish)
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Some things are Bentley all over.
Whilst there are many unmistakable characteristics that define
a Bentley, few are as readily visible as the iconic Bentley ‘B’.
With this in mind, the following accessories provide the perfect
opportunity to further heighten your vehicle’s iconic status.
The eye-catching hexagonal Branded Valve Caps are an ideal gift
for owners who wish to add an exclusive touch right down to
the smallest detail. The set includes five valve caps, beautifully
presented in an attractive gift box. The gleaming Jewel Fuel
Filler Cap is a very different, but equally distinctive means of
personalising your Bentley. Originally designed for a customer
who specified the complete personal touch, the jewel cap’s
charms are entirely hidden, revealed only when refuelling to the
quiet satisfaction of those performing the task. What could be
more Bentley than that?
BR ANDED VALVE CAPS
JEWEL FUEL FILLER CAP

E X TERIOR

It’s down to the details…
Designed by the same craftspeople behind the iconic look
of the Bentley Continental, Chrome Bumper Grilles are a
beautifully crafted addition to your vehicle that alludes to its
high performance instincts. A gleaming variation of the iconic
Bentley matrix grille, the Chrome Bumper Grilles intensify your
Continental’s exterior presence and style. Adding a distinguished
and personal touch within classic Bentley proportions.
CHROME BUMPER GRILLES (Continental GT W12 only)
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E X TERIOR

A sound investment.
For those looking for a most noteworthy addition to their vehicle,
this new Sports Exhaust System adds greater definition to the
exhaust tone of the Continental V8. The exhaust produces a
full-throated roar under hard acceleration resulting in a sportier
tone. Unsurprisingly, it took people truly in tune with the vehicle
to develop the system.
CONTINENTAL V8 SPORTS EXHAUST SYSTEM
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E X TERIOR

Mulliner Styling Specification –
Classic Pack
The Mulliner Styling Specification has been developed exclusively
for the Bentley Continental Range. A proud sporting heritage
and an illustrious partnership between Bentley and Mulliner
is alluded to in each of these striking bodywork additions.
Variations of the pack are available for all models, but the shared
DNA that runs through the styling lends a heightened sense of
sporting potency to the vehicle.
The Classic Pack includes Side Sill Extension Blades, Air
Strakes (W12/Speed only), a Front Splitter and a Rear Diffuser.
Each enhancement is made from the first choice material of
motorsports – black carbon fibre – which has been meticulously
book-matched in the exact same way as the interior’s wood
veneers. The finished effect is unapologetically striking and adds
a touch more individuality to the car, without affecting its weight
or performance.
For Continental V8 owners, a variation on the Classic Pack has
also been developed with a rear diffuser designed to perfectly
match the unique exhaust of the V8.
BR ANDED SIDE SILL EX TENSION BL ADES
AIR STR AKES (W12 /SPEED ONLY ) AND FRONT SPLIT TER
REAR DIFFUSER
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E X TERIOR

Mulliner Styling Specification –
Additional Features
Further to the Mulliner Styling Specification Classic Pack, a series
of features are also available to personalise your new Bentley
Continental. As with the Classic Pack, each enhancement was
designed at Crewe by the same passionate individuals behind
the iconic exterior styling of the Bentley Continental. The only
non-carbon fibre enhancements included in the Mulliner Styling
Specification are the stunning 21” Limited Edition Black Elegant
Wheels, which provide no less of an eye-catching addition to
the vehicle. These features are completed by a Rear Spoiler
and Door Mirror Cowls, both of which feature the same unique
meticulously book-matched black carbon fibre as the Classic
Pack enhancements.
21” LIMITED EDITION BL ACK ELEGANT WHEELS
REAR SPOILER (Continental GT only)
DOOR MIRROR COWLS
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EXTERIOR

Blackline Accessory Pack –
Exclusive to the Continental Range.
Customise your Bentley - and make it as unique as you are with a sophisticated exterior makeover that takes the vehicle’s
sporty styling to a whole new level. It replaces the lower key
exterior chrome elements of your Continental with a jet black
alternative; the visual effect is striking.
Every piece has been exquisitely crafted by Bentley and designed
especially to complement the cutting-edge lines of your vehicle.
The Blackline Accessory Pack has undergone extensive testing
for quality and durability, and is supplied with the reassurance of
a full Bentley warranty.
Featuring a Radiator Surround and Centre Bar, Lower Body
Trim, Door Handle Inserts, Black Headlight Surrounds together
with Rear Dark Tint Lights, it is available exclusively for Bentley
Continental GT and GT Convertible.
BLACKLINE ACCESSORY PACK (LEFT TO RIGHT)
RADIATOR SURROUND
LOWER BODY TRIM
DOOR HANDLE INSERTS
Shown on a Bentley Continental GT V8 also featuring the Mulliner Styling Specification,
21" Limited Edition Black Elegant Wheels and Carbon Fibre Door Mirror Cowls.

BLACK HEADLIGHT SURROUNDS
REAR DARK TINT LIGHTS
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Interior Accessories
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INTERIOR

What do you want to play?
From the point you decided upon a new Bentley Continental, you
started a journey of personal choice. Whatever your playlist, the
Multimedia Interface Leads offer a seamless way of enjoying all
the music you love in the surroundings of your Continental. By
effortlessly linking your iPod®, iPhone® or MP3 player directly to
your Bentley sound system, you can select tracks and control
volume through the infotainment system or steering mounted
controls. For those who prefer their tunes to be more tangible,
a 6-disc CD Changer can be fitted in the glove box. Add to that
a Privacy Phone and you and your passengers can enjoy the very
latest in-car music and communications at your fingertips.
MULTIMEDIA INTERFACE LEADS
6 -DISC CD CHANGER
PRIVACY PHONE
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Perfect timing.

Freedom of choice.

As the famous adage goes, great minds think alike. In the case
of Bentley and Breitling, thinking marked only the beginning.
Born of a shared passion for fine mechanisms, a desire for
performance and prestige and for combining elegance and
expertise, this potent mix of British chic and Swiss tradition has
resulted in a collection of exceptional chronographs. Of particular
note is the Red Analogue Clock with striking white numerals.
Located in the centre of the dashboard between the two air
vents, this accessory is available as an optional enhancement to
replace the existing clock. Embodying the perfect combination
of technique and aesthetics, the clock was originally featured on
the Supersports Ice Speed Record model and is now available for
Bentley Continentals.

After helping to shape your vehicle, it’s only natural to feel a slight
pang of sadness every time you’re parted from it. Fortunately,
with the addition of the new removable Stowage Insert you
can now keep a small part of your Continental with you at all
times should you wish. This exquisite folding case fits into the
centre console and can be used to hold items such as keys, pens
and glasses. Leather-lined and finished with the Bentley wings
and a satin-chromed trim, the case is secured in a recess above
the drinks holders and can be easily unclipped and stowed in a
pocket or bag when leaving the car.
Further options for those who crave attention to detail in the
interior of the vehicle are the Smokers and Non-Smokers Packs.
While certainly not for everyone, for those who choose to smoke
in their Bentley it’s only fitting that our designers have created a
most stylish means of doing so. The Smokers Pack comprises of
an anti-slip mat, cigar lighter and ashcan, beautifully embossed
with the Bentley ‘B’. The Non-Smokers Pack offers an anti-slip
mat, cupholder assembly for two cups and 12 volt power socket.

BREITLING RED ANALOGUE CLOCK

STOWAGE INSERT (Available in veneer, carbon fibre and engine-turned finishes)
SMOKING AND NON-SMOKING OPTIONS (Ashcan)

INTERIOR

The cockpit of champions.
Who wouldn’t want to sit behind a dashboard inspired by Bentley
sporting success and famous Le Mans victories?
With its gleaming, geometrically precise overlapping circles,
engine-turned aluminium was the material of choice for the
dashboard of ‘Old Number One’ – the Speed Six that won two
Le Mans 24 Hour races in 1929 and 1930. With such a pedigree
it’s only natural that Bentley offers two engine-turned options for
the interior – Dark Tint Aluminium (Continental GT Speed models
only) and Bright Tint Aluminium. Alternatively, you might choose
to reflect a more recent Bentley Le Mans success, by choosing the
Carbon Fibre option for the fascia, roof and centre consoles; its
satin finish specially developed to reduce unwelcome reflections.
DARK TINT ALUMINIUM INTERIOR TRIM

(Bentley Continental GT Speed only)

BRIGHT TINT ALUMINIUM INTERIOR TRIM
CARBON FIBRE INTERIOR TRIM
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Surround yourself with natural beauty.
Available in eight finishes, these Veneered Door Panels enhance
the natural ambience of your interior surroundings, providing a
continuation of the natural warmth of the driver’s veneered front
console. Such is our fastidious attention-to-detail, whichever
grain you choose can be traced back to match the original
console veneer. Intricate mirror-matching techniques are used
to fashion a perfect, symmetrical pattern, then finished with a
UV stabiliser to protect the rich colours from bleaching. New to
the range is Dark Fiddleback Eucalyptus, which is available for
W12 models. Naturally, the end result is one you’ll savour for
many years to come.
DOOR PANEL INSERTS
BIRDS EYE MAPLE
CHESTNUT
BURR WALNUT
TAMO ASH
MADRONA
DARK FIDDLEBACK EUCALYPTUS (W12 only)
DARK STAINED BURR WALNUT
PIANO BL ACK

Dark Fiddleback Eucalyptus
Tamo Ash

A refreshing thought.
When out on the open road, roof down, the only interruption
one should face should be when stopping to draw breath. For
this reason, a satin-framed Wind Deflector* is available that
protects you and your front passenger from being buffeted by
winds while also helping to reduce exterior noise. The singlepiece, retractable deflector fits neatly to the back seats of the
vehicle and comes with a matching black storage bag, which can
be easily stowed in the luggage compartment.
Available for Convertible models only. Reduces seat capacity to two.

*

WIND DEFLECTOR

INTERIOR

Stay in touch with style.
Every point of contact between you and your new Continental
is designed to live up to that unique Bentley fusion of form and
function. As such, your choice of foot pedals, gear lever and
steering wheel should not be a mere afterthought. They are
fundamental to your experience of the drive, a drive that should
be as responsive as it is exhilarating.
The Sports Gear Lever, finished with hallmark knurling to reflect
its racing heritage, offers increased grip for a more engaging
experience. The lightweight Drilled Alloy Sports Foot Pedals that
feature rubber stud inserts provide further grip still. The stunning
classic brake pedal bears the iconic Bentley ‘B’. Then there’s
the Driver’s Footrest to offer support at the correct angle. All
examples of how beautiful design and exacting engineering help
you make the most of your time in the driving seat.
SPORTS GEAR LEVER
DRILLED ALLOY SPORTS FOOT PEDALS
BENTLEY ‘B’ BR AKE PEDAL
FOOTREST
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INTERIOR

Perfection in hand.
Choosing the finish of your steering wheel is a decision not
to be rushed. It’s one that merits much deliberation, after all,
along with your tyres it provides your closest relationship with
the road. Three options are available for your Continental, each
providing a touch more refinement to the interior. The HandStitched Steering Wheel offers a beautifully elegant example of
Bentley craftsmanship, with impeccable stitching to match the
colour of your cabin. Each of the other steering wheel options
add an equally striking appearance. Naturally, whichever finish
you favour you can be sure that everything will remain close
at hand. Cruise control, driver information panel, telephone and
volume controls to name but a few.
STEERING WHEEL - WOOD AND HIDE
STEERING WHEEL - DUO -TONE
STEERING WHEEL - SINGLE TONE, HEATED
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Nothing feels quite like a Bentley.

A higher threshold of luxury.

Few things in life rival the pleasure of putting your foot down in a
Bentley. The effortless acceleration, the exhilarating horsepower
and of course, the feel of sumptuous pile underfoot. With this
in mind we have created a range of rugs and overmats for those
seeking ultimate comfort in the cabin. Deep Pile Overmats are
made from high quality woven pile for a luxurious and durable
finish. Lambswool Rugs are an alternative footwell covering,
made from the softest natural lambswool and are designed to
fit perfectly in the footwells of your vehicle, adding their natural
qualities of warmth and cushioning. Rugs are available as sets
of two, Overmats as sets of two or four and both in a range of
colours to complement your cabin.

Stepping into your new Bentley Continental is to enter a world
of grand comfort. But at Bentley we always strive to go that bit
further, which is why we developed these distinctive treadplates.
We offer two variants on the standard treadplate. Illuminated
Treadplates bear the Bentley name and light up when the door
is opened to cast a delicate glow whenever you enter or exit
the cabin. Personalised Treadplates can be specified with, for
example, your choice of name, model or registration, which
is then crafted into a design which echoes the iconic Bentley
matrix grille.

DEEP PILE OVERMATS (Sets of two or four, available in a range of colours)
L AMBSWOOL RUGS (Sets of two, available in a range of colours)

ILLUMINATED TREADPL ATES
PERSONALISED TREADPL ATES

Essential Accessories
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Driving is a contact sport.
In extreme weather conditions, maximum contact with the
road is essential for your safety. At Bentley, we think nothing
should stop you enjoying your Bentley Continental. That’s why
we offer a range of Winter Accessories to keep you on the road.
The AutoSock® is an ingenious temporary measure that provides
extra grip and stability in icy conditions. For more sustained
traction Spikes-Spider™ Snow Chains are available. Regular
maintenance will keep your tyres at peak performance whatever
the weather, and that’s why the Digital Tyre Pressure Gauge
is such an essential piece of glove box equipment. It provides
easy-to-use, easy-to-read pressure information accurate to plus
or minus one PSI (0.07 bar). Bentley Tyre Cradles are essential
if you are storing your Continental from the short to the mid
term. Made from a unique polymer that cushions tyres when
stationary, the Tyre Cradles can help to prevent flat spots from
forming which can reduce the efficiency and overall performance
of tyres.

AUTOSOCK ®

SPIKES-SPIDER ™ SNOW CHAINS

DIGITAL T YRE PRESSURE GAUGE

T YRE CR ADLES

ESSENTIALS

Bright ideas.
It may not be the first word that springs to mind when considering
Bentley, but it’s an essential one regardless – functionality. It’s
this core principle that lies at the heart of this collection of
bright ideas, each a perfect example of clever design meeting its
requirements in style. The Bentley Jewelled Torch is certainly a
gleaming example. Featuring hallmark knurling on its collar and
a Bentley ‘B’ etched on its lens, there is no more stylish way to
light your path. Easily charged in the cigar lighter, it can be neatly
stowed but ready to go when needed.
Consisting of three studs that emit high visibility flashing
lights when placed on the ground, the Hazard and Emergency
Warning Light Set offers an invaluable warning system to alert
oncoming traffic of your presence in the road. A Bentley branded
compact Battery Charger is also available that can fully charge a
discharged battery, ensuring you’re never left without the luxury
of power.
BENTLEY JEWELLED TORCH
HA Z ARD AND EMERGENCY WARNING LIGHT SET
BAT TERY CHARGER
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ESSENTIALS

An open invitation awaits.
When your Bentley is safely stored at home in your garage,
instant access to the outside world is available courtesy of
the convenient remote Garage Door Opener. Seamlessly
incorporated into your Bentley’s roof console, it enables a quick
exit when wishing to head back out onto the open road.
There are, of course, other times when you willingly choose to
hand over your Bentley to another driver. For such occasions, a
Valet Key is available that allows individuals such as car parking
valets access to the car whilst preventing entry into the boot or
glove box.
REMOTE GAR AGE DOOR OPENER
VALET KEY
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Come rain or shine.
When the heavens are being less than kind and send a little rain
your way, it’s good to know that shelter can be found within
arm’s reach. Integrated into the underside of the luggage
compartment lid, the Continental’s Umbrella Stowage provides
a secure, and more importantly handy way of storing two
telescopic umbrellas.
For those moments of fleeting kindness when the weather is
being considerate of others, the Bentley Cooler Bag makes an
essential travelling companion on long journeys or sun blessed
picnics. With thermo-electric control to keep food and drink warm
or cool at precisely the right temperature, your refreshments
will arrive as refreshed as you and your passengers. Its sturdy
waterproof internal case provides vertical space for two
one-litre bottles and a total capacity of 14 litres, while the
outer is fashioned from Oxford Nylon to provide a stylish and
durable finish.
UMBRELL A STOWAGE (Umbrellas available separately)
COOLER BAG

Looking out for what goes in.
Everyday practicality in a supercar – look no further than the
Continental’s luggage compartment to see this very Bentley
principle in action. Take advantage of its generous capacity with
Leather Fixing Straps. Designed for the left and right sides of the
compartment to secure luggage for its safe transit, they can also
be used to stow the Autoglym™ Car Care Kit and Cooler Bag.
A further means of securing your contents is the high-strength
Luggage Compartment Floor Net. When loading and unloading
luggage, the Heavy Duty Luggage Compartment & Bumper
Protector features a fold out section which is ideal for protecting
your Continental’s paintwork.
When it comes to protecting the floor of your luggage
compartment you have two options. The Luggage Compartment
Overmat is a durable, stain-resistant covering that fits perfectly
into the luggage compartment and is available in Beluga. If you
want to transport your cargo in the most luxurious fashion
then opt for the Lambswool Rug. Made from the very softest
lambswool it lends its natural qualities of warmth and cushioning
to take care of the luggage compartment’s contents. Proof that
even your luggage travels in complete comfort.
A final example of everyday practicality comes courtesy of the
Powerboot Opener, which automatically opens and closes the lid
of the luggage compartment. The opener operates by using the
existing switch in the driver’s door, or an integrated button in the
key or luggage compartment. After all, sometimes a hands-off
approach to luxury is required.

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT FIXING STR APS

(Continental GT only)

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT FLOOR NET
HEAV Y DUT Y LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT & BUMPER PROTECTOR

(Continental GT only)

LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT OVERMAT
L AMBSWOOL RUG FOR LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT

(Continental GT only)

POWERBOOT OPENER
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ESSENTIALS

Care and care a lot.
When playtime is over, it’s time to protect the things you cherish
most. Indoor Covers are an extra barrier to the damaging effects
of moisture and dust that the vehicle can be subjected to even
when stored inside. Model-specific, they have been designed to
perfectly match the unique shape of your Bentley Continental
and can be personalised with either model name, your name,
your Continental’s chassis number or registration number
embroidered at sill level. If your Bentley resides outdoors then
Outdoor Covers are available. Model-specific and customstitched to the unique contours of your Bentley Continental, they
are designed to protect your car’s paint finish and brightware
from harsh exterior elements such as extreme weather and
pollution. Once again these can be personalised as you desire.
Further protection comes courtesy of the All Weather Floor
Mats, which are designed to provide excellent grip, even when
wet. Each Bentley branded mat features raised edges and
diamond-cut facets to protect the original floor carpeting from
dirt, mud, sand and snow.

For the day-to-day care of your Bentley Continental, the
Autoglym™ Car Care Kit is available. Developed exclusively for
Bentley, the kit comprises a comprehensive range of cleaning
and protection products, created specifically for the interior
and exterior of your vehicle. This unique kit contains everything
you need to maintain the original finishes of your vehicle, whilst
nourishing and protecting each individual surface. Autoglym™
High Definition Wax is available separately from the Car Care
Kit for added lustre and depth of shine. This specially-formulated
wax provides a high-gloss shine and stunning professional finish
to provide the ultimate protection against the elements. Hide
Food is also available separately, which moisturises and protects
your vehicle’s leather against aging.
Should you come across any blemishes to your car’s paintwork,
Bentley Touch-Up Paints are specially formulated for
compatibility with all original finishes to preserve your Bentley’s
good looks, not to mention its value.

INDOOR AND OUTDOOR CAR COVERS

(Shown in black and silver. Also available with personalised embroidery)

ALL WEATHER FLOOR MATS
AUTOGLYM ™ CAR CARE KIT
AUTOGLYM ™ HIGH DEFINITION WA X
HIDE FOOD (NOT SHOWN)
TOUCH-UP PAINTS
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